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In this paper  I use the method  developed in [2] ~o give an answer to a quest ion 
of L. Harr ingtoa (see [3]). 
T[:~eorem, The foUowing theories are equiconsiswnt: 
i) ZF+ there is an inaccessible cardinal. 
~2) ZFC+GCH+V x, v c o ) .  (y c L(x)--~ v. is A3(x)).~' 
One  part of this result is trivial since in a model  of (2) the cardinal ;(: is 
easily seen to be inaccessible in L. 
Also note that (2) is a consequence of ZFC+GCH+V x c (ox # exists; the 
theorem shows that it is a strict consequence of it. 
To prove the other  part  of the theorem I start 'with a model  Mo of ZF+ V = L. 
Let • be the least inaccessible cardinal in M(> I shall construc~ a generic extension 
N of Mo in which a will be X~ and that satisfies (2). 
The idea is the fol lowing: i shall add a sequence (%)  . . . .  of subsets of co such 
that for alt c~ < K: 
(1) ~.(. ~_. c X  " -X,~+2 and there ::s a Al(a~) code for X2~ t; 
(2) a~ is - - in  L( (%) l f3<K)- -A~(x)  for every code x of ae. 
(To ensure (2) I use the method deve loped in [2] to make a,~ 'very absolutely" 
A.~(x), i.e. A3~(x) even when X{ "%} is col lapsed.) Then in N=L( (ao) I /3<~)  if 
x, yco J  and Xtl(~-- X~ ~t and y L  E L(x), then y is ,x~ in any code for c~ and so in x. 
Now the proof  is: Fol lowing [2] I can easily build a sequence (T(n, ~) 1 n ~ w, 
c~ < K) of Sustin trees of heigh:{ K ÷ + such that if s ia a finite subset of oJ and c~ e 
and 
r*(s, a )= i~  W(n, ~)× 1-[ T(n, ~x), 
n~_o)  t l r ss  
T*(s, oe) being ordered componentwise ,  then if N is a T' is ,  (~) generic extension 
of Mo, for n c sT(n, e~) remains  Suslin in N. 
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Let P(n, a) be the forcing to add a branch in T(n, a) and then 'nicely' code 
it--using Jensen's coding machinery~by a subset A(n, a) of [X,~+t, X,~+2[ in such 
a wey that the following is true: 
V/3, 3', 8 [g  X,,+l </3 <3"<8 and L~(A(n, a) n/3) 
t- L ~ZF-"  /3 = X~.2+ "/is the least inaccessible cardinal 
+every set has cardinality at most (3'+)c, 
then when A(n, a) is decoded 
--using Jensen's machinery 
- -a  cofinal branch is found in the 
tree T(n, a) calculated in La]. 
Note that, in this formula, /3 and 3' need not to be the true X,,~2 and ~. In 
particular this is true even for S <the  true X~.2. (Here is one of the essential 
tricks in [2].) 
Let P be the product of the P(n, a): i.e. p ~ P iff p is a function with domain 
~ox~¢ and V(n ,a )~axK p(n,a)~P(n,a). 
Lemma 1. Forcing with P preserves cardinals and co[inalities. 
Pri~oi. It follows from the standard methods in [4] and [2], using chain condition 
and distributivity. The fact that we have here a product causes no trouble: this is 
clear for cardinals > •. Let me look at it for cardinals < K. Let/3 < K; each P(n, a) 
is the iteration of its 'high' part Px,..~(n, a) and of its 'low' !)art P~,,-(n, a). 
Since the high part is Xe~ ~-distributive P is (isomorphic) to C1 * C2 (i.e. forcing 
first with C1 and then with C2) where: 
which is proved to be Xe+~-distributive as in [2J, and 
tLu  n "<~ 
(the last fact comes from that for a >/3 P~,," '(n, a) is the trivial poset; remind that 
P(n, a) codes to a subset of [X~ + ~, X,,+2[. Now for every n, a, t3 there is a function 
G: W,,,(n, a)-+ X~+l such that: G(p)= G(q)-+ p and q are compatible and so 
[I .. . . . . .  ~ W,,,,(n, a) satisfies the ~<X~+t chain condition. 
The lemma follows then easily. [] 
Let Mt be a P generic extension of Mo. Note that Mt has the same subsets of oJ 
as Mo and that it satisfies: 
V = L(A (n, a ) l  n < ~o, a < K)+ K is inaccessible. 
Now work in Mr. 
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For a < K let Q,, be the notion of forcing that: 
(1) First collapses X,+~ on ~o in the usual way; let f;~ be a subset of oJ of order 
type X~+I. 
(2) Next adds a subset a,~ of ~o such that: 
(i) a,~ codes--using almost disjoint subsets of ~o--g~ in such a way that for 
some function F which is arithmetic and ur~iform in c~ g~ = F(a,~); 
(ii) if {~<X,L+z I S(n, ~,)Na,, is finite}= D~, then D'~=A(n,  a) if n =2 i  (resp. 
2i + 1) and an (i) := 1 (resp. 0) and D~ = 0 if n = 2i (resp. 2i + 1) and a~ (i) = 0 (resp. 
1) where (S(n,~)l n<o~, ~<X~+z) is °- in L (g j - -a  family of almost disjoint 
subsets of oJ. 
(This coding is the second trick in [2].) 
Let O =l-L<~ O,~ where q ~ O iff q is a function whose domain is a finite subset 
of K and for aEdom(q) :  q(a)~ O,,. 
Let M2 be a O generic extension of M~. It fo!;ows from usual method that the 
cardinals not less than i( are preserved and that K is X~ in M2 (this comes from the 
fact that card(O~,)< K for every a < ~). 
Let N be L(a,~ I a < x). N is the model that satisfies (2) of the theorem. Since N 
satisfies: l A c Xt V= L (A)  it satisfies ZFC+GCH so it remains to show that: 
Vx, yc~o (y~L(x) - -~ y is A~(x)), is true in N; first note that: 
Lemma 2. In N: 
The following is the key of the proof. 
Lemma 3. The following holds it,, N: For n < ~o, a < K, T(n, a) is Suslit: iff (n = 2i 
and %(i )=0)  or (n =2 i+1 and ~( i )= 1). 
Proof. The 'only if' part is trivial since, for example, if n =2 i  and %( i )= 1 a,, 
codes A(n,  a) and so in L(a, )  there is a branch in T(n, a). 
The "if' part follows--as in [2J--from the next two lemmas. 
Lemma 4. Let n < ~o, a < ~¢ and s be a finite subset of" o~ such that n ~_ s; there are 
posers C~ (i = 1, 2, 3) sach that: 
(1) P*  O~(C l  * C2)x C3 where 
C, = FI P(m, 13) × [ I  P(m, o~), 
13eao~ 
(22 = ]-I O ,×O;  
where Qo is the subset of Q, such that if at, is any generic over Q~, then a~ ~ s. (For 
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more details see the definition of C~ in [2; Section 1.3, Lemma 3].) 
C3 = l-I P(m, a'). 
mt~s 
(12) There is (G> G2) a Cl * C2 generic over Mo 
N c Mo( G O( G2). 
such that 
Lemma 5. Let M be a model of ZF and ;t be a regular cardina! in M and T a 
Suslin tree of height ;t + in M;  let C be a notion of ,forcing such that: V X ~ C 
;~=A+---*~! Y c X (~'= M' and V c, d ~. Y c and d are compatible)), Then (I: M'  
is a C generic exwnsion of M, T remains Suslin in M'. 
These lemmas and the fact that C~ ,~- T*(s, ce) * 1274 with C4 satisfying the condi- 
tion of Lemma 5, prove Lemma 3. 
Lemma 6. In N the Cbllowing holds: for a<K and xc:-w: x :~ % iff 
(1) F(x) is a real of order type X~;+I; 
(2) V13, % 6<t~ (/f ¢>X~+1 and L6(x)bZF--+[3=X~ =X~+2+3' is the least 
inaccessible cardinal+every set has cardinality at most (T") L, then when x is 
decode& using F(x), into subsets of t3 and rhea into subsets' of [(y~)L, ~[ a cofinat 
branch is found in T(n, a)--calculated in Ls - - i f  (n = 2i and x(i) = 1) or (n = 2i + I 
and x(i) = 0)). 
Proof, Exactly as in [2]. [] 
Lemma 7, There is a E~ formula ~(x, y, z) such that the .following holds in N: 
Va<KVx,  y , , (x ,y ,  zc~e and y ,z~WO and [y I=a and [zi = L ~o~+l  
--,(x =a,~ ,-> ~(x, y, z)). 
Proof. By Lemma 6: x =a,  iff 
Vx'~-,i <13 < 8 < ~- L~(x) ~ ~(a.~ t3, x~, ~, x) 
for some formula t~. 
The result follows then from the well-known fact that a set of reals is I1~ iff it 
is definable over HC (= the set of hereditmily countable sets) by a H~ 
formula. [] 
We are now ready to prove: 
Lemma 8. N satisfies: V x, y c ~. (y E L(x ) -~ y is A~(x). 
Proof. Let & be a £1 formula that defines (uniformly in x) a bijection from X~ (~) 
onto L(x) N P(w). 
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Now let x, y c o) be such that ~v s L(x). Let a be st:~ch that Xat~ - -  X,~+~ " (remind 
that K is the least inaccessible in L mad so the regular cardinals below K are-- in 
L~the  successor ones); let B be such that L(x) ~ ~k (Y, 13, x) that is, y is the/3th 
real in L(x); /3 is clearly A~(g~) and so A~ (a,);  so using l_.emma 7 it is enough to 
show: 
Lemma 9. Let x ~ N bc such that: X~ ~ =: X~i~-t; then the predicates: "y c WO Cmd 
ly [=~ ' and ' y~WO and ly l - - .X~l ' are E~(x). 
ProoL (1 ) [y ] :a~-~3t ,  z O,z~WO and ]tl=jyl and teL (x )  andtzt~xj"  c..~ and 
L!~I(x)~-XI = X~;I-, ~ and this is ~.3(a) since Lt~l(x)~O(t) is E~(x, z, t) and izl=x~,, i .~ 
(and then [zt>x[ "(~' too) is £~(x, z). 
(2) is as (t), replacing Xl = XI,I-~ i by XI = tt[. 
This achieves the proof of the theorem. 
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